TAKING ECONOMIC EQUALITY OFF THE TABLE

GENE R. NICHOL*

I have a good deal of interest in the topic of this panel, “Clinton Administration and Individual Rights.” Given that, it was difficult to choose between the two papers for comment. There is a good deal to agree with in Professor Volokh’s effort—particularly the notion that, even in these new arenas, traditional First Amendment concerns have real merit. It is likely, though, that Professor Volokh and I would set up shop at different places on the slippery side of the slope.

Professor Volokh himself acknowledges that the harassment issues he focuses on have not actually been major sources of attention for the Clinton Administration. Indeed, it is remarkably hard to believe that one of President Clinton’s principal legacies will be that Americans talk less about sex in the workplace than they did before he came to office.

It might have been preferable, therefore, to explore the President’s willingness to go along with the Communications Decency Act (“CDA”). Alternatively, we might have delved into the Administration’s efforts to defend the CDA in 

Reno v. ACLU

—efforts that reduced Justice Stevens to sounding like he had borrowed Justice Scalia’s word processor. Stevens characterized the government’s position as “singularly unpersuasive,” seriously flawed, based on “incorrect factual premises,” reaching “a breadth of . . . coverage . . . wholly unprecedented,” and “casting a . . . dark shadow over free speech” in the United States.

We might also productively have criticized the President’s hugely unfortunate “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy. Even if well motivated, “don’t ask” now results in about twice as many exclusions of lesbians and gay men from the
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Armed Forces as occurred before its implementation. In stark terms, it tells people who are not unfit to serve their country that they are. Now, “don’t ask” is apparently being applied against a gay, Republican Arizona legislator—effectively punishing him for statements made in open debate, on the floor of the statehouse. One wonders what Alexander Mieklejohn would have thought of that. Unlike the harassment strains Professor Volokh decries, the embrace of the CDA and the development and enforcement of “don’t ask, don’t tell” are clear Clinton Administration policies aimed at dramatically curtailing freedom of expression.

There is also much to applaud in Professor Wax’s paper. She presents powerful arguments, for example, that the brief against government involvement in welfare is overblown. However, as she indicates, the focus of her effort is to defeat the normative claim that a right to basic economic security should be included in the federal Constitution. People can accuse President Clinton of many things, and they have, but attempting to privilege and to constitutionalize welfare entitlements is surely not one of them. I am a notoriously bad political pundit, but even I am confident that few political movements in the United States enjoy a more profound and unshakable dormancy than the effort to constitutionalize a right to subsistence welfare. The argument that Professor Wax goes to such profound lengths to defeat, partially based somehow on her reported perceptions of actual popular sentiment, has about as much vitality in American political discourse as the move to establish a monarchy on this side of the Atlantic. It is unlikely that it even rises to the level of a straw man.


13. I refer to the surprising case of Republican Arizona legislator Steve May. May had an accomplished career in the Army and, upon retirement, was elected to the Arizona legislature. During the heat of debate over an anti-gay measure, May made statements indicating that he is gay. May was subsequently recalled to active status—he had remained a reservist. The Army is now considering both May’s superior’s recommendation that he be promoted for outstanding service, and whether he should be discharged from the military for violating “don’t ask, don’t tell.” See Military Inquiry Targets Lawmaker Reservist: Steve May Focus of Gay-Policy Rule, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, Aug. 13, 1999, at A1; Gay State Lawmaker Speaks Out—Assails Military’s Don’t Tell Rule, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, Aug. 28, 1999, at A1; Comment, ARIZ. DAILY STAR, Aug. 16, 1999, at 12A. If May is excluded from the military for speaking out on the floor of the Arizona legislature, it may be the clearest violation of the First Amendment in American history.
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In my opinion, it might have been more useful to discuss the President’s decisions on welfare reform. More specifically, it would have been interesting to explore the Administration’s feverish efforts to defend Governor Pete Wilson’s scheme to discriminate against newly arrived California welfare recipients. The Wilson plan, which relegated welfare candidates who had lived in California less than one year to the amount of funding they could have obtained in their prior state of residence, was thrown out rather unceremoniously by the Supreme Court in *Saenz v. Roe*. There, the Court found that the government’s arguments were directly at odds with the foundational notion that “citizens of the United States, whether rich or poor, have the right to choose to be [full] citizens of the state wherein they reside.” The Administration’s position, in the Justices’ view, “would impose the most severe burdens on the neediest members of the disfavored class.”

Justice Ginsburg, a President Clinton appointee, was “astonished” at aspects of the Administration’s argument. Justice Souter found them incomprehensible. In the Court’s view, this welfare reform was really just ganging up on those least able to defend themselves—poor people who typically had not even arrived in the state yet. No one, of course, wants to look soft on the poor in an election year. Still, this was too much even for Justice Scalia.

There are, though, a couple of notions in Professor Wax’s article worthy of highlighting. In crafting arguments against the constitutionalization of welfare rights, she warns that “[f]actions that believe in vigorous welfare rights might arise and gain undue influence.” This claim is akin to arguments made in earlier drafts of her article that groups in power may pay insufficient attention to “maintaining the background economic conditions” that generate ample wealth to sustain the “common resource pool.”

Of course, these are, in some sense, possibilities. However, in reading the article, it occurred to me that at this particular point in our history our problem is almost exactly the opposite. Getting elites and political decisionmakers to pay sufficient attention to maintaining background economic conditions to maintain the resource pool seems not to be our principal difficulty.
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Consider the landscape. First, politically speaking, as we veer between New Democrats and New Republicans, it seems clear that one thing will remain constant—questions of poverty, exclusion, and the economic interests of the bottom half will be left off the table. The Republicans’ compassionate conservatism and the Democrats’ conservative compassion cast their gaze away from some of the most difficult problems of American life. “Politics by the polls” is no great friend to poverty issues or civil rights.

Related to that, of course, and surely causing a good deal of it, we employ a method of campaign finance that systematically favors those with substantial economic power over those without it. This is not the place to rehearse arguments about campaign finance reform, but, to put it simply, as Justice White wrote many years ago, the “candidate may be forced to please the spenders rather than the voters, and the two groups are not identical.” A system in which those who seek to obtain certain governmental policies are allowed to give essentially unlimited amounts of money to the people who make the policies, may be called many things, but “democratic” and “fair” should not be high on the list.
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31. Briefly put, American campaigns for important national office begin with a money primary—only those with great wealth or access to wealth qualify as serious candidates. Imagine explaining that as a matter of democratic theory. Next, federal candidates embark upon a remarkable money chase—spending half or more of their time in office asking people for money. These are, of course, full-time jobs. The nation is ill-served by officials spending so much time and energy on matters other than their official jobs. It is also clear to almost all Americans that if something becomes that important to an official, amounting to half of the job or more, and so obviously tied to likelihood of continuing in office, it will have a massive impact on job performance. We may like to pretend that our legislators approach total strangers, ask them for thousands or now hundreds of thousands of dollars, get it, and are completely unaffected by it—achieving a state of near-total ingratitude. However, we know it is not so. As a result, the output of the legislative process is strongly affected by campaign financing. This need not, of course, amount to bribery, but if incumbents and challengers take positions that are congenial to powerful economic interests, they receive dramatic benefits in the electoral process through substantial campaign contributions. If candidates, on the other hand, pursue agendas emphasizing poverty, welfare rights, and the like, prospects for campaign funding are dramatically diminished. This substantially distorts the political process in favor of the economically privileged. It does not mean, of course, that the wealthiest or best-funded candidate wins every race, but it effectively abridges rights of equal political participation.
Next, even among political philosophers, arguments for economic equality have largely disappeared. The current preoccupation with issues of cultural domination has seemed to crowd out questions of economic justice. It is almost made to seem as if one cannot explore difference without rejecting, or at least ignoring, economic egalitarianism. Modest claims of universal entitlement to public services or government benefits are regarded as anachronistic. Extreme differentials of income and wealth are viewed as either non-problematic or inevitable. The notion that some concept of economic equality might have a relationship to political equality has dropped from view. As Anne Phillips recently wrote, “tainted as it is by the failures of socialism, and made to seem hopelessly out of kilter with celebrations of diversity and choice, economic equality is now [completely] off the agenda.”

The academic left has been largely undisturbed. Richard Rorty said last year in the Massey Lectures that “we now have, among many American students and teachers, a spectatorial, disgusted, mocking Left; rather than a Left which dreams of achieving our country.” That is strong language, but a Left that has no projects to offer, no vision of our national life, no affirmative program to be achieved by building a consensus on specific reforms, is not much of a Left at all.

This near abandonment of equality seems a surprising result in a country of such unparalleled wealth. Unfortunately, in this country, unparalleled wealth is coupled with shockingly high infant mortality rates, huge numbers of children living in poverty, ever growing numbers of Americans without health care, and tremendous gulfs between the wealthiest and poorest members of society.

In truth, we actually pay a good deal of attention, in the ebb and flow of ordinary politics, to the background economic conditions that generate the resource pool. What we now pay far less attention to is the question of economic equality. The Clinton Administration has not been alone in taking economic
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Equality is now off the political agenda; nobody these days believes people can or should be made equal. That is true enough in one sense, very far from true in another. Economic equality has fallen into disuse, tainted as it is by the failures of socialism, and made to seem hopelessly out of kilter with celebrations of diversity and choice.
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fairness off the political agenda. They have not been alone, but they have clearly done their part. That may not be the legacy of which they are the most proud. It may not even have been the legacy that they had in mind when they started, but it is theirs nonetheless. Ultimately, it may make matters like the Antiterrorism Act,\textsuperscript{39} or the Defense of Marriage Act,\textsuperscript{40} the Immigration Act,\textsuperscript{41} or the Communications Decency Act\textsuperscript{42} seem quite small by comparison.\textsuperscript{43}
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